Notes from Weihao Qiu:
1.

One record in outraw could be mapped to several records inraw because when book is
returned to a library building diﬀerent from the ini<al building where the book was
loaned, the book will have several records of checkin for the book went through several
buildings in the way back to the home building and every building will generate a record
of check in in the inraw table.

2.

The raw tables are just snapshots of the library database. Therefore, the mapping
rela<onships will change over <me. For example, the same copy of a book might have
diﬀerent itemNumber, even diﬀerent bibNumber, in raw tables in diﬀerent years. This
might surprise students for the inaccuracy of the data, but it is exactly where interes<ng
ideas might happen.

Some clariﬁca5ons from librarians of SPL:
Yes – bib number is a much more accurate way to track item circula<on, as it is a unique number,
while call #s may be duplicated because of how they are constructed (and because they are not
the sole way we look for items in the catalog). Here’s the explana<on for that, and the Adele call
# ques<on:
Ques5on:
The singer Adele’s “21” cd is classiﬁed as CD 782.42166 Ad32T and also classiﬁed as MUS
782.42166 Ad32T. This means that it is in the Dewey system and also in the non-Dewey
classiﬁca<on. Please clarify what this may mean.
Both items also have mul<ple bibnumbers and I presumed that there would be only 1 bibnumber
per published item:
bibnumbers for cd 782…….. 3145843, 2698605
bibnumbers for MUS 782….. 3194137, 2745342
Finally, Adele’s “21” and “25” have the same CD 782.42166 Ad32T classiﬁca<on. Is this
inten<onal or an error in the system?
Response:
In this instance, both items are classiﬁed using the Dewey system (782.42166), but because one
item is not a CD, but is a sheet music book of the album, it contains a diﬀerent preﬁx to the call
number. The construc<on is:

MUS (format – printed sheet music)
782.42166 (Dewey class number based on the ar<st, genre, and subject)
Ad32T (Cuder number to iden<fy the item, constructed using the Cuder tables – it starts with
the ar<st’s name’s ﬁrst two ini<als (Ad), and ends with the ﬁrst leder of the <tle: “T” for Twentyone)
CD (format – CD)
782.42166 (Dewey class number based on the ar<st, genre, and subject)
Ad32T (Cuder number to iden<fy the item, constructed using the Cuder tables – it starts with
the ar<st’s name’s ﬁrst two ini<als (Ad), and ends with the ﬁrst leder of the <tle: “T” for Twentyone)
Because both items are the same content, but not format, the only call # change is the preﬁx. In
the catalog, patrons can limit their search to format and ﬁnd only CDs, or only sheet/printed
music, if they’d like. There are many other indicators in an item’s record to show the diﬀerence
between two formats of the same <tle, but those are not necessarily seen in the call #.
As to the second part of your ques<on, because two of Adele’s CDs (21 and 25) have the same
content classiﬁca<on for Dewey/call # classiﬁca<on, we use the same call # construc<on for both
<tles, and because the two <tles of these items start with the same leder (“T” for “Twenty”), they
have the same Cuder number.
The 4 bib numbers you see are for the CDs of 21 and 25 (3145843, 2698605), and the sheet
music books of 21 and 25 (3194137, 2745342).
We have diﬀerent bib numbers so that patrons can ﬁnd the two diﬀerent <tles and diﬀeren<ate
between them. The call #’s primary use for patrons is to know where to ﬁnd an item, and so both
of Adele’s CDs will be in the same place and the patron (or staﬀ member) can see both and
diﬀeren<ate between them by the <tle.
You can look at Adele’s other album, 19, to see an example of the diﬀerent Cuder number based
on the <tle – it is:
CD (format)
782.42166 (Dewey classiﬁca<on #, same as other Adele albums)
Ad32N (Cuder #, the same as above except for the last space, which is an “N” for “Nineteen”, the
album <tle)

……
And as for the new itypes, they are to track diﬀerent types of items or loan periods – pkbknh
stands for “Peak Picks book, no holds”, which is used for our new program of “lucky day” items,
where patrons can ﬁnd some popular new <tles on the shelf at the branch instead of wai<ng in
the holds queue. These items circulate for only 2 weeks and cannot be placed on hold. The “aceq”
itype stands for equipment, which is why it is used for the Kill-A-Wad meters and hotspots.
These lets us look at circula<on by type as well as item.

……
We do have many bib records with the same or similar call #s, due to the way call #s are
constructed. For example, for feature ﬁlm DVDs, we use the preﬁx DVD, and then the ﬁrst few
words of the <tle (what will ﬁt on the spine label), and then the year it is released. That means if
there are two feature ﬁlms with the same ﬁrst few words in the <tle, they will have the same or
similar call #s. In the catalog, when patrons or staﬀ search for these items, there are other ways
to diﬀeren<ate, such as actors or the cover art for the movie. On the library shelves, the same is
true because we can look at the actual item and iden<fy it that way.
In cataloging, consistency is the key – if we altered our regular prac<ce for each similar call # in
order to make it unique, it would make it more confusing in the long-run, because we could not
rely on knowing what our prac<ce is when looking at a record. The other important part of this is
that the call # is just a small part of each bib record – the bib record has item records for each
copy of that <tle we have, and in the item record we have: unique barcode, itype, collec<on code,
loca<on, and more. These things together give us the context needed to know what the item is,
and where it can be found. The call # is like the “X” on a treasure map, in that it marks the right
spot once you get there, but the rest of the item record & bib record informa<on is the rest of the
treasure map, the context you need to ﬁnd the right “X.”
(That isn’t to say we never make mistakes in cataloging! We absolutely do! But we have a system
in place to catch and correct those.)
For “Across the Universe”, it looks like we had purchased that ﬁlm originally when it came out,
and had a bib # of 2470737. We have since lost all the copies adached to that bib #, and when
we purchased it again, it was given a new bib # because it was a new record (records with no
copies adached eventually are deleted, and there was a gap between that point and our re-order
of the <tle). That happens with DVDs especially olen, as re-releases of a ﬁlm can happen a long

<me aler the ﬁrst release. The bib # is for the each unique format of a unique <tle, but the
number itself can and does change over <me within our ILS as records are created and deleted.
For DVD circula<on in general, we have no<ced a slight downward trend in the past few years.
It’s hard to tell exactly why, and there are probably many factors, but certainly streaming services
are becoming more and more popular and are playing a part. However, we do keep circula<on
sta<s<cs in our system, and if you look at all DVD circula<on together (and not by <tle) from
2007 to 2016, we see a large increase in 2008 and 2009, and a slow decline since then that has
only now in 2016 brought us back down to 2007 levels.

